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Reverse Discrimination

The term rev erse discrimination may sound complicated, but it boils down to a type of discrimination wherein the victims of

discr imination are members of a majority or historically "advantaged" group. Often, reverse discrimination cases involve

programs meant to advance or promote minorities and address inequality, such as affirmative action.

Because anti-discrimination laws were originally enacted to prevent discrimination against minorities and groups that were

histor ically disadvantaged and denied opportunities in the wor kplace, there has sometimes existed a perception that

members of majority groups are not protected by the same laws. As a result, the term "reverse discrimination" originated

to describe these kinds of cases where members of a majority group are claiming they were discriminated against in favor

of minorities or historically disadvantaged groups.

What is Reverse Discrimination?

Reverse discrimination is a claim that occurs when a member or members of a majority are discriminated against on the

basis of a protected factor, such as race or gender. Common examples would include a Caucasian individual who is dis-

cr iminated against in favor of a racial minority, or perhaps a man suing because a woman was given favorable treatment at

work on account of her gender. While many diversity initiative programs (such as affirmative action) are generally

designed to "level the playing field" in the wor kplace or educational settings, these programs may run the risk of breaking

discr imination laws despite their historical justifications.

Examples of reverse discrimination may include:

• Making hiring or promoting decisions in favor minority groups, despite the exper ience or seniority of Caucasian or

major ity applicants;

• Hir ing or promoting women solely on the basis of their gender over equally or more qualified males;

• Refusing to hire or firing of persons under 40 years of age in favor of the hiring of persons over 40 years of age

• Rejecting an applicant for school while admitting a minority applicant solely on the basis of race (courts have stated

that race may only be used as a "factor" in educational applicant decisions)

Reverse Discrimination in Employment: The Law

Cour ts have str uggled with var ious types of reverse discrimination cases. Under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964,

employers may not discriminate based on race, sex, gender, religion, or national origin, irrespective of who the victim of

discr imination might be. In addition, under Title VII, employers may not create programs and policies that would have a "

disparate impact " - or adverse effect on members of a protected class. How ever, cour ts have inter preted this and similar

state laws in different ways in rev erse discrimination cases. Although, some for ms of discrimination in favor of minorities

and historically disadvanted groups like women have been upheld by cour ts, others have not, and there is a great deal of

grey area in this area of law.

Like other discrimination cases, rev erse discrimination claims are not easily proven. The plaintiff has the burden of proving

actual discrimination on the part of the employer based on race, sex, or another prohibited basis. Fur thermore, a person

claiming reverse discrimination must prove the following:

• Evidence that plaintiff is a member of a protected class (for example, a member of a certain race, sex, or religion)

• Similar ly situated employees received more favorable treatment than the plaintiff

• Infor mation that supports that the employer discr iminates against historically privileged or majority groups;

• Plaintiff perfor med the job satisfactor ily (if part of a promotion decision)

http://employment.findlaw.com/employment-discrimination/disparate-impact-discrimination.html


>> Read more about Title VII’s protections

What to Do if You Suspect Reverse Discrimination

If you believe you were denied a job or promotion because of your race, gender, religion or any other impermissible factor,

you may wish to file a charge of employment discrimination against your employer with the Equal Employment Opportu-

nity Commission (EEOC) - the federal agency that handles these types of claims, or its state equivalent. Additionally, it

might be a good idea to speak with a knowledgeable employment lawyer in your area who can advise you on your rights

and legal responsibilities.

http://employment.findlaw.com/employment-discrimination/federal-laws-prohibiting-job-discrimination-questions-and.html
http://employment.findlaw.com/employment-discrimination/filing-an-eeoc-complaint-or-charge.html
http://lawyers.findlaw.com/lawyer/practice/Employment-Law----Employer
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